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Abstract
Noise induced hearing loss (NIHL) remains a severe health problem worldwide.
Current noise metrics and modeling have assessment limitations on gradually
developing NIHL (GDNIHL). In this study, we applied a complex velocity level
(CVL) auditory fatigue model to quantitatively assess the impact of basilar
membrane (BM) movement on GDNIHL. The transfer functions of chinchilla
and human auditory systems, including the triple-path nonlinear (TRNL) fil-
ters to simulate the inner ear responses, are applied to obtain BM velocity
distribution. Chinchilla and human experimental hearing loss data are used to
validate the proposed CVL model’s effectiveness. The results reveal that the
developed CVL model demonstrates high correlations with both chinchilla and
human hearing loss data. The linear regression based correlation study indi-
cates the proposed CVL model may accurately predict NIHL in both human
and chinchilla.
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1. Introduction
Noise induced hearing loss (NIHL) is one of the most common occupationally
related diseases worldwide. Exposure to excessive noise is the major avoidable
cause of permanent hearing loss [1]. Over 500 million people are still at risk of
developing NIHL globally [2]. Hearing loss lowers quality of life, impairs social5
interactions, causes isolation, and even causes loss of cognitive function. In
terms of evolving time, NIHL can be briefly categorized into two types: acoustic
trauma caused hearing loss and gradually developing NIHL (GDNIHL). Acoustic
trauma often refers to a direct mechanical damage caused by short duration
high intensity noise exposure (i.e., impulsive noise with peak sound pressure10
level (SPL) greater than 125 dB). GDNIHL is progressive deterioration of the
auditory periphery when long-time exposed to noise with SPL above 85 dB
[3]. Despite several factors (e.g., age, smoking, genetics, etc.) [2] may affect
GDNIHL, the noise exposure is considered as the major cause of GDNIHL.
Several studies [4, 5, 6] show that NIHL can be considered as the mechanical15
failure of auditory system. Generally, conductive hearing loss and sensorineural
hearing loss caused by noise exposure are presented as certain forms of mechan-
ical malfunctions of auditory organs. For conductive hearing loss, concussion
from explosion can lead to a disorder of middle ear, for instance, tympanic mem-
brane perforations [7]. Sensorineural hearing loss occurs when there is damage20
to the cochlear receptor organ, and the pathology can be found in the neural,
sensory, and supporting cells of cochlea [3]. As one type of sensorineural hear-
ing loss, GDNIHL is caused by multiple exposures to excessive noise, in which
the stapes footplate hammer against the oval window of cochlea. The repeated
flexing of the BM squeezes or stretches the outer hair cell (OHC) and the inner25
hair cell (IHC), and eventually cause hearing loss in cochlea.
International standards and regulations have been developed to estimate
NIHL [8, 9, 10]. The noise metrics in these standards and regulations are devel-
oped with either waveform based empirical strategies (e.g., peak acoustic pres-
sure and pulse duration) or an auditory weighting based equal energy hypothesis30
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(EEH)(e.g., A-weighted equivalent sound pressure level, LAeq) [11, 12, 13]. Due
to the lack of intrinsic study on the underlying mechanisms, these metrics are
not sufficient enough to reveal the relation between the hearing loss and the
noise exposure.
To better understand underlying mechanisms, an intuitive idea is to inves-35
tigate the GDNIHL in auditory model (AM) framework. Such approach has
three advantages: 1) transfer functions of AMs can vividly demonstrate the en-
ergy flow of noise; 2) AMs provide accurate evaluations on the ear’s response
to noise; 3) AMs can quantitatively describe the physical movements of hearing
organs (e.g., vibrations of basilar member (BM)), which is strongly correlated40
with GDNIHL. In recent years, AMs has been used to develop more advanced
models for the assessment and prediction of NIHL. Price proposed an auditory
hazard assessment algorithm for human (AHAAH) model [14] to investigate
acoustic trauma caused by high-level impulse noise (SPL ≥ 140dB). In another
study, Song introduced stapes velocity as an indication to predict impulse noise45
induced hearing loss incorporating an analog AM [15]. His model used the ve-
locity of the stapes in the middle ear as input loads but did not involve with
the auditory fatigue theory to predict of hearing loss.
For NIHL study, the key consideration for choosing an AM is how to accu-
rately quantify the flow of acoustic energy from the environment into the inner50
ear. As a cascade filter model, triple-path nonlinear (TRNL) filter is an efficient
model to simulate mammalian cochlea (e.g., human and chinchilla) [16]. TRNL
filter, as the improved version of DRNL, is more flexible and accurate on describ-
ing the response of mammalian inner ear to stimulus, including both chinchilla
and human beings. By introducing an extra all-pass parallel filter path, TRNL55
can reproduce the high-frequency plateau well. Hence, in our study, TRNL fil-
ter will be introduced to simulate the transfer function of mammalian inner ear
and obtain the BM velocities.
AM is useful to describe the motions of BM responding to noise stimulus,
but has no indication on long-term integration effects of the noise hazardous.60
Considering that GDNIHL is the result of long-time accumulated hazardous, it
3
can be approximately treated as the fatigue damage that happens to material
structures [17, 18]. Therefore, to quantitatively evaluate the long-term fatigue
damage of GDNIHL, a corresponding fatigue model should be developed. The
fundamental principle of fatigue models is based on material fatigue theories,65
including the S-N curve and the Miners rule. In S-N curve scenario, the complex
loads on BM are treated as the a series of sinusoidal stresses, and each adjacent
load counts to the functional failure independently. Therefore, the inputs on
BM are classified based on their amplitude only. Comparatively, in Miner’s
rule, both amplitude and median value of the stimulus are taken into accounts70
. Instead of using BM displacement as the inputs [19], the BM velocity is
translated as complex loads against the organ of Corti [20]. The rationality lies
that BM velocity not only reflects the acoustic power flowing into the inner ear,
but is also highly correlated with strain and loads [21, 22].
In this study, we expand our previous study [23, 24] by applying our devel-75
oped complex velocity level (CVL) fatigue model to predict GDNIHL in both
human and chinchilla. The generalized mammalian AM incorporating the triple-
path nonlinear (TRNL) filter has been used to obtain BM velocities at different
cochlea partitions (i.e., Equivalent Rectangular Band (ERB)). This generalized
AM is adaptive to illustrate the auditory transfer functions of chinchilla and80
human by applying different parameters. Chinchilla and human experimen-
tal hearing loss data are applied to validate the proposed fatigue metric LCV L
for the prediction of GDNIHL. The preferment of the proposed model is also
compared to conventional noise metrics (e.g., LAeq and Leq).
2. Methods AND Materials85
2.1. Transfer Functions of mammalian Auditory System
Mammalian ear comprises external, middle, and inner ears. The coupled
motion of tympanic membrane (TM), ossicles, and stapes footplate are the
primary path for conducting environmental sound into the inner ear.
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2.1.1. External ear and middle ear90
The primary function of the external ear and middle ear is to gather and
conduct sound energy into the inner ear. The external ear likes a tube, with one
end close by the tympanic membrane. The resonant characteristics of the exter-
nal ear help determine the acoustic energy delivered to the cochlea. The middle
ear acts as an impedance-matching device that compensate the transmission95
loss when sound is introduced to the fluid-filled cochlea [25]. The phenomenon
of middle ear muscle contraction (MEMC), known as an autonomic reflex that
tightens the muscles of the middle ear, can affect the transfer function of middle
ear [26]. MEMC is more frequently found in impulse or impact noise circum-
stances [3, 27]. For generalized auditory system analysis in ambient noise, a100
fixed transfer function of middle ear should be used [28].
Figure.1 shows the transfer function of the external and middle ears of chin-
chilla [29] and human [30]. In the external ear (Fig.1a), the transfer function of
human is slightly shifted from that of chinchilla and the two transfer function
shapes are almost the same. In the middle ear (Fig.1b), the human transfer105
function is different from chinchilla. The human has significantly higher gain
than the chinchilla in middle frequency range (500-5000 Hz).
In this study, transfer function of the middle ear is characterized by stapes
velocity transfer function (SVTF). The SVTF was defined as the ratio between
linear velocity of stapes VS and sound pressure near the TM in the ear canal110
PTM (SVTF = VS/PTM ) [25], where the linear velocity VS could be obtained
by dividing volume velocity US by the average footplate area.
2.1.2. Inner ear model-TRNL filter
The cochlea is assumed to be a two-chambered, fluid-filled box with rigid
side walls[19], and the partition between chambers is assumed rigid, excepting115
the flexible BM with elastic deformation. When the stapes motion produces
pressure within the cochlea vestibule, sound stimulus can be transferred as BM
vibrations [33]. Several phenomenological models have been introduced to sim-
ulate movements over different sites along BM [32, 34].
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Figure 1: The transfer function of (a)the external ear and (b) the middle ear of chinchilla
(blue) [31] and human (red) [32].
In this study, the TRNL filter [16] is utilized to obtain the BM responses120
along mammalian cochlea partitions. The input for TRNL filter is the linear
velocity of stapes VS and the output represents the BM velocity of a particular
location along the cochlea partition. Each individual site is represented as a
tuned system with three parallel signal-processes paths[32].
Each individual bandpass function is a cascade of two or more gammatone125
filters [35] with unit gain at center frequency (CF). The low pass function com-
prises second-order low pass filters. In the nonlinear path, the CFs and band-
widths of the gammatone filters are the same. The compressive function shape
in the nonlinear path is determined from animal data, and defined as
y[t] = SIGN (x[t])×MIN (a | x[t] |, b | x[t] |c) (1)
where x(t) is the output of the first filter in the nonlinear path. a, b, and130
c are parameters of the model. The parameter values in TRNL [32, 16] are
6
Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the TRNL filter, in which the velocities of stapes in middle
ear are passed through three parallel branches to obtain the velocities of BM.
summarized in Table 1.
2.2. Basilar Membrane Velocity Based Fatigue Model CVL
In our previous work [23], complex velocity level (CVL) based on the Miner’s
rule was proposed to calculate noise induced cumulative hazard. Miner’s rule has135
been commonly used to predict materials high-cycle fatigue life under complex
loads. Accordingly, the CVL model takes into account potential hearing loss
correlated with both the amplitude transition and mean value of BM velocities.
In a single BM vibration cycle, the instantaneous hearing fatigue in ∆t can be
7
Table 1: Parameters of the TRNL filter which are used to simulate chinchilla [16] and human
inner ear [32].
Chinchilla Human
0.8kHz 5.5kHz 7.25kHz 9.75kHz 10kHz 12kHz 14kHz 0.25kHz 0.5kHz 1kHz 2kHz 4kHz 8kHz
Linear
GT cascade 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 2 2 2 2 2 2
LP cascade 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 4 4 4 4 4 4
CFlin 750 5000 7400 9000 9000 11000 13000 235 460 945 1895 3900 7450
BWlin 450 3000 2500 3000 3500 5000 4000 115 150 240 390 620 1550
LPlin 750 6000 7400 9000 8800 12000 13500 235 460 945 1895 3900 7450
Gain,g 500 190 3000 300 500 500 350 1400 800 520 400 270 250
Nonlinear
GT cascade 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
LP cascade 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3 3 3
CFlin 730 5850 7800 9800 10000 12000 15000 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
BWlin 350 1800 2275 1650 1800 2000 3200 84 103 175 300 560 1100
LPnl 730 5850 7800 9800 10000 12000 15000 250 500 1000 2000 4000 8000
Gain,a 850 3000 15000 9000 15000 22500 3000 2124 4609 4598 9244 30274 76354
Gain,b 0.03 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.045 0.45 0.28 0.13 0.078 0.060 0.035
Exponent,c 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
Linear all-pass
Gain, k 10 0.4 20 1 2 20 20 - - - - - -
quantitatively described by [23]140
HV (t),∆t =
∫
∆t
V (t)dN(t)
H0
=
∑
j | Vj | ·Nj
H0
(2)
where the BM velocities V (t) are regarded as complex stress, and N(t) is the
corresponding failure cycles at time t, respectively. In the discrete form, the
subindex refers to jth category of loads. H0 is the hearing loss at the ERB with
1 kHz CF.
In practice, occupational noise should be considered as complex and often145
random loads. Thus, the response BM velocities also demonstrate complex
distribution. In the CVL model, the 2-dimensional histogram of input loads
(i.e., the velocities of BM) (Fig.3a) is obtained in terms of differential velocity
VAmplitude and mean velocity Vmean in the time domain (Fig.3(b))[23]. Based
on the histogram of complex input loads, respecting to both VAmplitude and150
Vmean values, the hearing loss Hi,CV L is the integration of different categories
8
of inputs along the time axis as
Hi,CV L =
∑
j⊂K
Nj · | Vamplitude(i, j) · Vmean(i, j) | (3)
where K is the total number of load categories, including jth type velocity, and
i is the ERB band.
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Figure 3: Histogram of BM velocities (a) categorized according to the transition amplitude
and mean values of velocities as (b) at the ith ERB in 1 second.
Based on the ith ERB hearing loss Hi,CV L, CVL in frequency band I can155
be obtained
Li,CV L = 10log10
(
H2i,CV L
H20
)
(4)
LI,CV L = 10log10
(∑
i⊂I H
2
i,CV L
H20
)
(5)
where Li,CV L and LI,CV L are the log scale hearing loss metrics at ith ERB
and Ith frequency band. Li,CV L reflects the integration of hearing loss level
at the ith ERB temporally. Comparatively, LI,CV L is the hearing loss level in160
frequency band I, in which several ERBs might be included. Based on the CVL
model,(4) and (5) can be used to assess the auditory risk of hazardous caused
by the BM vibration.
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2.3. Experimental Data
In this study, two types of hearing loss data, including chinchilla noise expo-165
sure data in the lab and human hearing loss data measured in the fields, were
provided by a research group at State University of New York at Plattsburgh.
The chinchilla data were used in published animal noise exposure experiments
[36, 37]. The human hearing loss data were also published in recent works
[38, 39].170
2.3.1. Chinchilla noise exposure data
Chinchilla noise exposure data were used for validation of the proposed fa-
tigue metric. Two hundred seventy three chinchilla in 22 groups were exposed
to certain noise types for five-consecutive-days at 24 hours per day. chinchilla
were then allowed to recover for 30 days. The 22 designed noise samples include175
3 Gaussian noises with 90, 95, and 100 dBA, and 19 complex noises (one at
95 dBA, two at 90 dBA, and 16 at 100 dBA)[36, 37]. The digitally recorded
noise samples (320 sec for each noise sample)[40] are used for noise analysis in
this study. Detailed descriptions of the noise data and experimental protocols
of animal studies are available in previous publications [36, 37].180
In the animal noise exposure experiments, both permanent threshold shift
(PTS) and temporary threshold shift (TTS) were determined at 0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8,
and 16 kHz for each animal as summarized in Table 2. In addition, to assess
the overall hearing loss in whole frequency range, the averaged effective PTS has
been proposed as PTS1248 =
1
4 (PTS1 + PTS2 + PTS4 + PTS8), where PTS1,185
PTS2, PTS4, and PTS8 are the PTS value measured at the octave band with
center frequency 1, 2, 4, and 8 kHz, respectively. The same rule was applied to
TTS to obtain TTS1248.
2.3.2. Human hearing loss data190
The human hearing loss data comprised Gaussian and non-Gaussian indus-
trial noise recordings and hearing levels from workers in two noisy industrial
10
Table 2: PTS and TTS of Chinchilla at different center frequencies of octave bands for different
noise exposures.
Samples LAeq
PTS TTS
0.5 kHz 1 kHz 2 kHz 4 kHz 8 kHz 16 kHz 0.5 kHz 1 kHz 2 kHz 4 kHz 8 kHz 16 kHz
G44 100.6 17.1 26.2 39.4 42.9 46.5 43.7 58.6 70.1 79.3 85.4 85.8 70.6
G49 101 22.1 34.3 47.2 54.6 46.8 47.2 62.6 75.3 77.6 86.5 79.9 70.6
G50 100.5 7.7 10.1 8.0 15.8 14.1 17.7 37.2 57.6 63.4 76.1 79.8 69.2
G51 100.1 15.7 19.5 29.0 24.3 27.8 25.1 59.7 63.9 73.2 75.9 81.9 67.9
G52 101.7 18.5 24.5 36.8 32.9 28.3 23.3 63.9 72.4 76.4 81.2 80.1 69.6
G53 100.6 19.0 24.4 34.5 31.7 29.9 28.1 59.4 68.0 77.4 85.0 84.3 69.0
G54 100.6 16.2 18.5 29.9 31.4 25.4 29.1 55.7 65.3 75.6 82.5 80.0 66.3
G55 100.1 18.8 21.7 36.5 46.8 60.1 47.5 67.1 74.1 76.2 82.3 80.3 68.8
G60 100.2 20.7 27.8 34.1 34.1 29.3 27.8 59.3 68.4 70.8 75.7 75.9 65.2
G61 99.6 2.6 5.0 10.0 20.5 18.2 24.0 36.1 45.6 50.4 74.4 80.4 72.0
G63 99.6 25.4 31.4 43.8 36.2 32.3 28.9 63.4 69.8 76.2 76.4 73.4 65.0
G64 101.1 15.8 17.4 24.7 22.1 19.0 13.5 60.0 66.3 73.8 79.4 73.9 67.1
G65 99.7 17.2 14.4 25.0 39.6 49.5 48.3 62.5 62.8 68.1 74.4 75.8 70.7
G66 100.7 7.5 9.3 19.2 32.9 44.8 36.2 49.4 58.9 70.0 82.9 76.1 70.4
G68 99.7 12.9 13.9 21.7 39.7 47.3 47.3 65.9 69.2 71.1 81.1 75.0 73.3
G69 101 4.8 10.9 9.3 11.3 5.5 8.0 28.8 47.4 48.8 49.3 47.8 50.1
G70 100.7 12.1 17.9 27.6 43.2 30.4 35.1 59.9 69.9 75.0 84.8 76.8 71.0
G47 89.4 0.3 -0.3 3.6 1.5 7.9 7.0 22.5 35.0 43.3 60.8 68.7 61.2
G48 91.7 3.0 6.8 9.4 5.4 11.2 10.8 26.9 35.9 37.6 41.5 58.0 63.9
G56 91.3 2.9 1.7 4.5 8.9 14.7 8.9 29.5 30.5 29.2 39.3 52.0 50.9
G57 94.2 6.8 5.8 6.7 16.7 23.3 18.9 35.5 41.4 52.1 66.4 71.8 66.0
G58 95.6 7.8 8.8 18.9 17.5 15.0 17.9 44.5 50.3 59.1 62.1 62.1 63.6
environments [38, 39]. All participants were required to satisfy the following
four criteria: (1) a minimum of at least 1-yr employment at the current task, (2)
no history of genetic or drug-related hearing loss, head trauma, or ear diseases,195
(3) no military service, shooting activities, or high intensity nonindustrial noise
exposure, and (4) no history of hearing protection use. A total of 195 workers
out of 220 participants from two industries met the study criteria. Thirty-two of
the participants were exposed to non-Gaussian noise for an average of 12.3±7.1
yrs in a metal fabrication factory. The remaining 163 participants were exposed200
to a continuous Gaussian noise for an average 12.7 ± 8.4 yrs in a textile mill.
Each enrolled participant was given a general physical and an otologic exam-
ination. Pure air tone, conduction hearing threshold levels (HTLs) at 0.5, 1.0,
2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 6.0, and 8.0 kHz were measured by an experienced physician for
right and left ears. HTLs at each frequency were adjusted for age and gender205
using the 50th percentile values found in the standard [8] Annex B. Real-time
noise signals (5-min duration) were recorded at the level of the participants ear.
Nineteen noise signals from the non-Gaussian noise environment and 20 from
the Gaussian noise environment were recorded with 16-bit resolution and 11
11
kHz sampling rate. Among these samples, 14 noises, ranging from 90 dBA to210
105 dBA were used for noise analysis in this study (Table 3). The Nyquist limit
(5.5 kHz) limited PTS analysis to no more than a frequency band centered at
6 kHz. As a result, the 8 kHz PTS data is not presented in Table 3. In this
study, the PTS collected at frequency band with 6 kHz CF has been processed
by a linear approximation to obtain the PTS at the frequency band with 5 kHz215
CF. In addition, the averaged PTS, including PTS1234 and PTS2345 are used
to evaluate the overall NIHL.
Table 3: PTS loss of Human at different frequency bands for different noise exposures.
Samples LAeq
Right Ear Left Ear
0.5 kHz 1 kHz 2 kHz 3 kHz 4 kHz 6 kHz 0.5 kHz 1 kHz 2 kHz 3 kHz 4 kHz 6 kHz
Gm5c1a 98.7 14.3 11.8 16.1 28.5 32.5 24.8 17.3 13.8 12.1 28 33 26.3
Gm5c1b 96.1 14.1 12.2 12.2 19.3 19.5 16.2 12.9 11.8 10.7 12 15.2 19.6
Gm5c2a 95 13.6 13.6 12.2 9.9 14.8 17.7 16.1 13.6 11.2 9.9 14.8 12.2
Gm5c2b 104.5 16.5 17.1 13.4 15.5 16.4 16.5 15.3 14 12.8 16.8 16.4 16.5
Gm5c3a 103 16.3 16.3 21.4 27 23.3 26.4 16.3 12.7 13.6 22.7 23.3 30
Gm5c3b 100.6 15.3 16.7 23.7 32.9 34.1 42.7 15.3 13.9 18.7 32.9 32 29.1
Gm5c4a 95.5 14.4 17.9 16.1 28.2 31.4 35.6 15.8 15.8 16.1 24.3 30.3 25.9
Gm5c4b 105.6 15.1 15.1 16.2 32.9 40.3 36.7 16.3 13.8 14.9 27.1 40.7 37.1
Gm5c5a 97 10.4 10.4 9 14.3 13.7 10.9 13.3 10.4 8.3 7.9 13.7 15.1
Gm5c5b 100.3 12.1 12.5 19.7 25.1 30.7 30 16.6 13.5 19.7 26.5 34.8 31.4
Gm5c6a 92 18.7 17.3 25.7 38.7 43 40.7 18 15.1 18.6 30.1 35.1 43.6
Gm5c8a 101.1 13.6 12.3 9.2 11.3 17.4 19.9 13.6 12.1 8.0 12.3 21.9 21.7
Tcc1a 92.1 15.2 13 11.6 23.4 34.4 35.3 16.9 14.7 12.7 24 38.9 28.7
Tcc6a 95.2 12.9 10.4 9.9 12.9 12.9 17.6 11 10.4 8 12.3 11.6 18.9
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
3.1. BM Velocity Distributions Obtained by the Chinchilla and Human Auditory220
Models
Four experimental noise samples (i.e., G63 and G61 from chinchilla, and
Tcc1a and Gm5c2a from human) were used as inputs to test the AMs of chin-
chilla and human. The time-frequency (T-F) presentation of the BM velocity
distributions are shown in Fig.4. The noise sample G63 simulates an impulsive225
noise (Fig.4(a)), while the sample G61 is a typical Gaussian continuous noise
(Fig.4(b)). The recorded metal fabrication factory noise sample Tcc1a is a non-
Gaussian noise (Fig.4(c)). Comparatively, the noise sample Gm5c2a (Fig.4(d))
collected from textile mill is a Gaussian noise.
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Figure 4: Time-frequency presentations of the BM velocities obtained by the developed
chinchilla and human auditory models, responding to the experimental noise samples
(a)G63,(b)G61, (c)Tcc1a, and (d)Gm5c2a. The partial waveforms of G63, G61, Tcc1a, and
Gm5c2a in 0.6 sec are shown in the top insert figures. The front views of the distributions of
the BM velocities are shown in the bottom insert figures.
The distributions of the BM velocities along the time axis can accurately230
reflect the waveform of original noise signals (Figure 4 a-d front views). The AMs
accurately transfer the acoustic pressure to the BM velocities in both chinchilla
and human models. Furthermore, for chinchilla, the distributions of the BM
velocities along the frequency axis are concentrated in the high frequency bands
(Fig.4(a),(b)). The BM velocities in the low frequency bands were significantly235
reduced by the chinchilla external-middle ear transfer function gain (as shown
in Fig.1), which demonstrates a strong decayed gain at low frequency range.
In contrast, for human (as shown in Fig.4(c) and 4(d)), the BM velocities are
concentrated within frequency range of 500-5000 Hz. This is consistent with
the transfer function of human middle ear (as shown in Fig.1(b)), which has240
significantly higher gain than the corresponding transfer function of chinchilla.
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Figure 5: Scatting plots and fitting lines of pairs of the developed fatigue metrics LCV L,
and hearing loss indications, TTS and PTS at six octave frequency bands, averaged by all 22
groups of animal experimental data.
3.2. Validation of the Developed CVL Fatigue Models in Chinchilla
3.2.1. Linear regression analysis at six octave bands
The linear regression analysis of the developed fatigue metric (LCV L), and
two hearing loss indications (PTS and TTS) at six frequency bands were con-245
ducted using all 22 chinchilla noise exposure groups. Figure 5 shows the fitting
lines and scatting plots of the pairs of LCV L and the hearing loss indices. LCV L
is calculated using a 40-sec time window. Each symbol in Fig.5 refers to a pair of
a fatigue metric and an animal hearing loss index. The lines indicate the fitting
results of the distributions of symbols. Six octave frequency bands centered at250
0.5, 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 kHz cover the BM frequency range.
Moreover, the linear correlation value (r2) of different metrics, including
LAeq, Leq and the proposed LCV L, showed that in each octave frequency band,
LCV L achieves the higher correlation with both PTS and TTS compared to the
two conventional LAeq and Leq metrics (Table 4). LCV L has strong correlations255
with hearing loss indices at frequency bands centered at 1, 2, 4, and 8 kHz than
0.5 and 16 kHz because with higher r2 values. In addition, LCV L showed the
higher correlations with TTS than PTS at all frequency bands. TTS refers to
the instant hearing loss immediately after a noise exposure, while the PTS is the
permanent hearing loss after noise exposure with certain recovery time [6]. TTS260
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directly reflects the mechanical failure caused by noise exposure. The developed
fatigue models are based on the BM velocity, which reflects the mechanical
vibration of BM in cochlea. Therefore, it is reasonable that the proposed fatigue
metrics have higher correlations with TTS.
Table 4: Regression analysis of two hearing loss indices of chinchilla and different metrics at
six octave bands centered at 0.5, 1, 2 , 4, 8, and 16 kHz
r2 0.5kHz 1kHz 2kHz 4kHz 8kHz 16kHz
LCV L-PTS 0.25 0.41 0.77 0.71 0.52 0.55
LAeq-PTS 0.09 0.39 0.25 0.53 0.32 0.15
Leq-PTS 0.07 0.37 0.25 0.54 0.30 0.12
LCV L-TTS 0.57 0.65 0.81 0.76 0.65 0.57
LAeq-TTS 0.29 0.57 0.41 0.60 0.50 0.51
Leq-TTS 0.27 0.54 0.40 0.61 0.52 0.49
3.2.2. Linear regression analysis based on overall hearing loss265
Overall hearing loss indices averaged by the octave bands centered at 1, 2, 4,
and 8 kHz, including TTS1248, and PTS1248, were used in a regression analysis
to further evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed fatigue metric on NIHL
prediction. The scatting plots and the fitting lines of the pairs of the developed
fatigue metrics and TTS1248 and PTS1248 are shown in Fig.6. LCV L achieved270
high r2 values with both TTS1248 and PTS1248. Thus, the developed fatigue
metric correlates well the chinchilla experimental hearing loss. Compared to
PTS1248, LCV L also has a higher correlation with TTS1248.
Table 5 demonstrates LCV L’s advantage over conventional noise metrics
(e.g., LAeq and Leq). The r
2 value comparisons of the three metrics with re-275
spect to TTS1248 and PTS1248 show significantly higher correlations between
LCV L and both hearing loss indications compared to LAeq and Leq. Thus, the
considerably high correlations between the LCV L and hearing loss data suggests
that the proposed CVL model may accurately predict GDNIHL in chinchilla.
3.3. Validation of CVL Models in Human280
The same procedure was implemented to conduct the linear regression anal-
ysis of LCV L and PTS at six frequency bands centered at 0.5, 1, 2 , 3, 4, and 5
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Figure 6: Regression analysis of averaged PTS1248 and TTS1248 of chinchilla and proposed
fatigue metric LCV L with R
2 value 0.7 (a) and 0.82 (b), respectively.
Table 5: Regression analysis of two hearing loss indices of chinchilla and different metrics at
averaged octave bands
PTS1248 TTS1248
LCV L 0.7 0.82
LAeq 0.48 0.62
Leq 0.47 0.59
kHz with 195 human participants.
In Fig.7, the horizontal coordinates of the 14 dots represent the LCV L of 14
occupational noise samples in each frequency band, whereas the vertical coordi-285
nates of the 14 dots in each sub-figure reflects the averaged PTS of participants
exposed to certain noise samples. LCV L has a strong correlation with PTS in
the 2, 3, 4, and 5 kHz frequency bands. LCV L is also linearly correlated with
the PTS in all the frequency bands and peaks at 0.72 in the 5 kHz frequency
band (Table 6). In addition, LCV L has significantly higher r
2 values in all six290
frequency bands compared to LAeq and Leq. Results indicate the LCV L metric
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Table 6: Regression analysis of PTS of human and different metrics at six frequency bands
centered at 0.5, 1, 2 , 3, 4, and 5 kHz
r2 0.5kHz 1kHz 2kHz 3kHz 4kHz 5kHz
LCV L − PTS 0.38 0.40 0.62 0.59 0.68 0.72
LAeq − PTS 0.08 0.13 0.51 0.44 0.42 0.32
Leq − PTS 0.09 0.11 0.49 0.47 0.41 0.30
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Figure 7: Scatting plots and fitting lines of pairs of the developed fatigue metric,LCV L, and
hearing loss indication (i.e., PTS) at six frequency bands, averaged by all of human hearing
loss data in each group.
may be able to more accurately predict NIHL than conventional noise metrics,
e.g., LAeq and Leq.
Moreover, two averaged hearing loss indices PTS1234 and PTS2345 were used
to validate the effectiveness of LCV L in the prediction of overall hearing loss in295
human. LCV L is linearly correlated with human hearing loss data (Fig.8) and
the metric LCV L measured higher r
2 values than both LAeq and Leq (Table 7).
Results indicate the proposed CVL model may accurately predict the GDNIHL
caused by occupational noise (including both Gaussian an non-Gaussian noise)
in human.300
Table 7: Regression analysis of two hearing loss indices (PTS1234 and PTS2345) of human
and different metrics at averaged octave bands
PTS1234 TTS2345
LCV L 0.7 0.74
LAeq 0.56 0.57
Leq 0.54 0.49
The hearing damage calculated by the proposed auditory fatigue model accu-
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Figure 8: Scatting plots and fitting lines of (a) LCV L vs. PTS2345 and (b) LCV L vs. PTS1234
averaged by all each group of human hearing loss data.
rately fits the hearing loss data for both chinchilla and human. It strengthens the
conclusion that the hearing loss is a reflection of auditory fatigue phenomenon.
In addition, the chinchilla has been the most common animal model for noise in-
duced hearing loss (NIHL) in human with 221 articles published since 1971 [41].305
Regardless of the study target tissue in the various studies, the noise exposure
must first pass through the cochlea. Thus the information in this study may
indicate that the commonly used chinchilla model is appropriate to translate
research in NIHL to human.
4. Conclusion310
In this study, an auditory fatigue model (i.e., CVL model) was tested as a
predictor of occupational noise-induced GDNIHL for both chinchilla and hu-
man. The mammalian AM was introduced by combining the TRNL filter with
external-middle ear transfer function to accurately characterize BM vibration.
18
Both animal noise exposure data and human field hearing loss data were used315
to validate the effectiveness of the developed CVL model. Results indicated
the developed CVL model demonstrated high correlations with experimental
hearing loss data in both chinchilla and human. The proposed metric LCV L
also showed significant advantage on hearing loss prediction compared to LAeq
and Leq. Results indicate that the developed model may accurately predict the320
NIHL in both chinchilla and human. The developed CVL model may be applied
for human NIHL assessment in various industrial and military applications.
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